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SOLVING THE WORD PROBLEM IN REAL TIME
DEREK F. HOLT  SARAH REES

A
The paper is devoted to the study of groups whose word problem can be solved by a Turing machine
which operates in real time. A recent result of the first author for word hyperbolic groups is extended to
prove that under certain conditions the generalised Dehn algorithms of Cannon, Goodman and Shapiro,
which clearly run in linear time, can be programmed on real-time Turing machines. It follows that wordhyperbolic groups, finitely generated nilpotent groups and geometrically finite hyperbolic groups all have
real-time word problems.

1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to study groups with real-time word problem, that is
for which the word problem can be solved with a deterministic, multi-tape Turing
machine which reads its input at constant speed and completes the processing of its
input as it finishes reading it. Real-time algorithms necessarily run in linear time, but
there exist linear time algorithms which cannot be programmed on a real-time Turing
machine.
Word hyperbolic groups are well known to have a linear time solution to the word
problem (due to Dehn [3]) and a result [6] by Holt shows that the Dehn algorithm can
be programmed on a real-time Turing machine. A recent article [2] generalises Dehn’s
algorithm to define a wider class of linear time algorithms, and constructs generalised
Dehn algorithms for finitely generated nilpotent groups and geometrically finite
hyperbolic groups. In this paper we prove that, under certain conditions, the
generalised Dehn algorithms of [2] can also be run on real-time Turing machines. We
show that these conditions hold in word hyperbolic groups, finitely generated
nilpotent groups and geometrically finite hyperbolic groups, and hence that all of
these groups have real-time word problems.
The terminology of the paper is explained in Section 2. A few elementary results
concerning the closure properties of the family of groups with real-time word problem
are proved in Section 3. In Section 4, we show how a generalised Dehn algorithm may
sometimes be translated onto a real-time Turing machine, while Sections 5 and 6 are
devoted to finitely generated nilpotent and geometrically finite hyperbolic groups.
2. Terminology
We assume throughout that all group-generating sets are closed under inversion.
Let G be a group with finite generating set X. A solution to the word problem for G
over X is an algorithm which, given any word w over X as input, terminates either
with the output w lG 1 or the output w G 1.
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Generalised Dehn algorithms to solve the word problem are defined in [2]. Such an
algorithm R is defined by a finite set S of length-reducing rewrite rules together with
a set of instructions governing the order in which the rules should be applied. Each
rule in S is of the form u ,- ρ(u), where both u and ρ(u) are words over a finite
alphabet A which includes X (possibly strictly), and ρ(u) is shorter than u. At most one
rule has left-hand side u. Wherever a word w is to be rewritten which contains several
left-hand sides of rules as subwords, the rule which is applied by the algorithm is one
which ends closest to the start of w ; if there are several such, of those the rule with
the longest left-hand side is selected. (A rewriting algorithm with this property is
called incremental in [2].) Any word which contains a left-hand side (that is, is not (R)reduced ) is rewritten by the algorithm ; the reduced word to which a word w is
rewritten after a finite number of steps is denoted R(w). It is required that, for any
w ? X *,
R(w) l ε  w lG 1
(where ε denotes the empty word). The incremental condition implies that R(u) l
R(R(u) ), and hence that if R(x) l R( y), for x, y ? X *, then x and y represent the same
element of G. Generalised Dehn algorithms run in linear time.
Word hyperbolic groups certainly have generalised Dehn algorithms ; the standard
Dehn algorithm is simply a generalised Dehn algorithm for which A l X. It is shown
in [2] that nilpotent groups and geometrically finite hyperbolic groups also have
generalised Dehn algorithms.
In this paper, we are interested in groups G for which an algorithm can be found
which solves the word problem for X on a real-time Turing machine. We say that such
a group G has real-time word problem over X. We define a real-time Turing machine
to be a deterministic Turing machine with finitely many doubly-infinite tapes, which
completes the processing of its input as it finishes reading it. A single ‘ move ’ of the
machine consists of a single operation on each of those tapes. During such an
operation, the read–write head on a tape reads the symbol it is currently pointing at,
may delete or write over that symbol, and in general may stay put, or move to the
position either directly to the left or directly to the right of its current position. One
tape is reserved for the input word, which is written from left to right with consecutive
symbols in consecutive positions on the tape ; the head pointing at that tape points
initially at the leftmost symbol of the input, and always moves to the right after
reading an input symbol.
In fact, we may slightly generalise the above definition to allow a real-time Turing
machine to do a bounded number of operations on any one of its tapes other than
the input tape for each input symbol read. Given such a machine, a Turing machine
for which a move consists of a single operation on each tape can be constructed from
it by increasing the number of tapes. Where convenient, we shall use this slightly more
general definition below without further comment.
We have chosen not to allow our Turing machines to shift between a finite number
of states, but rather to operate purely with tapes ; the use of states can anyway be
mimicked through the use of an additional tape.
We shall also be interested in a subclass of real-time algorithms, which we shall
call tidy real-time algorithms, and which are solved on tidy real-time Turing machines.
We define such a machine to be a Turing machine as above, but with a finite number
of semi-infinite (rather than doubly-infinite) tapes, whose heads remain always at the
rightmost end of the contents of the tapes (so that the tapes are basically stacks), and
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which halts with all of its tapes other than the input tape empty when it accepts an
input word.
It is well known that any Turing machine is equivalent to a machine with two
stacks ; a machine with 2n stacks is constructed from one with n tapes by splitting each
tape into two portions at the tape-head. Thus the only restriction we have added
above is that the tapes\stacks can be assumed empty whenever an input word is
accepted. It is not clear to us how much of a restriction this is. We note that all the
examples we know of groups with real-time word problem actually have word
problem in tidy real-time. Further, we can prove that the family of tidy real-time
groups is closed under free products, but we cannot prove that the same is true of realtime groups.
3. Closure operations
In this section we note a few basic properties of the family of groups with real-time
word problem.
First we observe that having real-time or tidy real-time word problem is really a
property of the group alone, and does not depend on the finite generating set.
L 3.1. If X and Y are two different finite generating sets for a finitely
generated group G, then if G has real-time word problem oer X it has real-time word
problem oer Y. Similarly, if G has tidy real-time word problem oer X, it has tidy realtime word problem oer Y.
Proof. These are special cases of a result in [5], namely that the above holds for
any family  of formal languages which is closed under inverse homomorphism (that
is, for which, whenever f : X ,- X is a monoid homomorphism, and L 7 X, then
"
#
#
if L is in , f −"(L) must also be in ). That the family of real-time languages is closed
under inverse homomorphisms is well known (see for instance [8]). A real-time Turing
machine to accept a language L can be adapted to accept f −"(L) by using one extra
tape to convert an input string w l x … xn over X symbol by symbol to the string
"
f(w), which is then read symbol by symbol into the Turing machine for L. (More
precisely, the Turing machine for L reads and deletes the symbols of the converted
string as they appear on the extra tape.) It is clear that if the machine to accept L is
tidy, then the same is true of some machine which accepts f −"(L). Hence the family
of tidy real-time languages is also closed under inverse homomorphisms.
We define  to be the family of groups with real-time word problem, and
 to be the family of groups with tidy real-time word problem.
P 3.2. (a) Any finitely generated subgroup H of a group G in 
(respectiely ) is in  (respectiely ).
(b) Any group K in which a group G in  (respectiely ) has finite index
is in  (respectiely ).
(c) If N is a finite normal subgroup of a group G in  (respectiely ), and
Q l G\N, then Q is in  (respectiely ).
(d) A direct product of two groups in  (respectiely ) is in 
(respectiely ).
(e) A free product of two groups in  is in .
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Proof. To prove (a), note that if X is a generating set for G and Y is one for H,
then XDY is also a generating set for G. Hence the word problem for H over Y can
be solved using the algorithm for G over XDY.
To prove (b), choose a generating set X for K, let T l ot l 1, t , … , tkq be a finite
"
#
transversal for G in K, and let Y be a set of symbols representing the full set of
Schreier generators (that is, all elements in G of the form txth−", for x ? X, t, th ? T ). We
can solve the word problem for K by adding one tape to the real-time Turing machine
which solves the word problem for G. Using the extra tape, a word w over X is
rewritten symbol by symbol (by applying rules of the form tx l yth) to a word wht,
where wh is a word over Y of the same length as w, and t ? T. At the same time, w is
read (and deleted) as input by the real-time Turing machine that solves the word
problem for G over Y. The word w represents the identity if and only if both wh does
and t l 1.
To prove (c), let X be a generating set for G, and Y be the image of that set under
the natural homomorphism from G to Q. Suppose that we have a real-time Turing
machine which solves the word problem for G. We simply use QN Q copies of that
machine to solve the word problem for Q. We can lift any word w over Y to a word
wh of the same length over X which maps to it, and express each of the elements of
N as a word ni over X. Then we solve the word problem for each word whni separately.
The word w represents the identity in Q precisely if one such whni represents the
identity in G.
To prove (d), we assume that we have disjoint generating sets for the two factors.
We solve the word problem for the direct product by combining the two real-time
Turing machines which solve the word problem for the direct factors. Let w l
w w w w … w k w k be an input word, where for each i, j, wij is a subword written
"" #" "# ##
" #
over the generators of the ith factor. The combined machine passes an input symbol
to the first machine if it is a generator for the first factor, and otherwise to the second
Turing machine. Hence the first Turing machine receives the word w w … w k as
"" "#
"
input and the second Turing machine the word w … w k. The combined machine
#"
#
reports that a word w represents the identity if the machines for both factors report
that the portions they process represent the identity.
To prove (e), again we assume that we have disjoint generating sets for the two
factors, and solve the word problem for the free product by combining the two tidy
real-time Turing machines for the two free factors. Here the situation is a little more
complicated than for the direct product. Let w l w w w w … w k w k be an input
"" #" "# ##
" #
word, where for each i, j, wij is a subword written over the generators for the ith factor.
Then clearly w represents the identity precisely if at least one factor wij represents the
identity and further the word formed from w by deleting wij represents the identity.
Since this can arise without each individual factor representing the identity, by
cancellation between factors either side of an identity factor, we need the combined
Turing machine to be in the same configuration after reading an identity factor wij as
immediately before. Provided the component Turing machines are tidy, this is
ensured.
R 3.3. By a similar argument to the proof of Proposition 3.2(c), we can
show that if H is any finite subgroup of a group G in  or , then we can
construct a real-time Turing machine (tidy in the second case) that determines
whether a word in the generators of G represents an element of H and, if so, which
element. By using such machines we can generalise Proposition 3.2(e) and prove that
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a free product with finite amalgamated subgroups of two groups in  is in
. Similarly, it can be proved that if the group G in  has two isomorphic
finite subgroups with associated isomorphism f, then the HNN-extension G M f is in
. We omit the details of these proofs.
R 3.4. We have not been able to prove the converse of Proposition 3.2(c)
– does Q in  imply G in  ? This can however be proved when G is a split
extension of N by Q.
4. A tidy real-time translation of a generalised Dehn algorithm
Below we describe how a tidy real-time Turing machine may be constructed to run
a generalised Dehn algorithm R provided that a certain relationship holds between
the length of the reduction R(w) of a word w in the group generators and the geodesic
length of w (that is, the length of the shortest word in the group generators which is
equal to it in the group).
We shall call the non-zero function f : ,- such that f(n) is the minimum
geodesic length of any word w ? X * for which R(w) has length n the geodesic lower
bound for the Dehn algorithm R.
This section is devoted to the proof of the following.
T 4.1. Let G be a group with a generalised Dehn algorithm R oer X.
Suppose that R has geodesic lower bound f which is non-constant linear or aboe. Then G
has a generalised Dehn algorithm oer X which can be run on a tidy real-time Turing
machine.
The basic difficulty in translating the algorithm R onto a real-time Turing machine
is in dealing with backtracking. Any time a reduction rule is applied to reduce a word,
it is necessary afterwards to rescan a portion of the word starting just before the point
at which the substitution took place, since a reducible subword may have been
introduced which consists of some symbols before the substitution point and some of
the substituted symbols. A single reduction may provoke several backtracks. As we
backtrack we need to stack the backtracked symbols, and to continue to read from
the input tape while we process the stacked symbols. We need to control the speed at
which we process stacked input in relation to our reading speed so that we do not run
out of symbols to read from the input tape prematurely during processing. The
function f controls the total extent of backtracking, in relation to unread input from
a word representing the identity, and so it is the properties of f which allow us to relate
our processing and reading speeds so that the algorithm works in real time.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let L be the maximal length of a left-hand side of a
rule in R.
We construct a Turing machine with five tapes to run the algorithm. One of these
is the input tape, containing the input word w. In addition to the input tape we have
four work tapes, all four of which are empty at the start. Tape 1 is used for output.
At any stage (except at the point immediately after a symbol has been read which
provokes a reduction), the word on tape 1 is reduced according to R. Tape 2 is used
for stacking strings which are taken off tape 1 when backtracking is necessary. Tapes
3 and 4 are used for queueing unprocessed input while strings stored on tape 2 are
being processed. We need two such tapes because we need to be able to continue to
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read and queue from the input tape while previously queued input is being transferred
onto tape 2 for processing.
We assume that we can do a bounded number, k, of operations on each of the four
tapes for each symbol read from the input tape ; to model this on a machine where
only one operation is allowed on each tape per symbol read we simply need to
increase the number of work tapes.
We assume further that we can always see the last L (or fewer) symbols on tape
1, in order to see if that string contains the left-hand side of a reduction rule as a suffix.
(We can mimic this on a Turing machine in which only one symbol can be seen
through the use of additional tapes.)
The algorithm alternates between two stages. Initially it is in stage 1 ; during this
stage symbols are read directly from the input tape onto tape 1. When a reduction
forces backtracking, symbols from tape 1 need to be stacked, and the algorithm enters
stage 2, during which stacked symbols are processed and symbols from the input tape
are queued. The algorithm returns to stage 1 when all of the stacked and queued
symbols have been processed.
More precisely, we describe the algorithm as follows.
Stage 1 : Read symbols g one by one from the input tape onto tape 1 until one
of the following occurs:
(a) a left-hand side ug is seen at the right-hand end of tape 1 ;
(b) the end of the input is reached.
If case (a), if the left-hand side is just the single symbol g (reducing to the trivial
word), or if the left-hand side occupies the whole of tape 1, delete ug from tape 1,
replace it by the right-hand side ρ(ug) of the rule, and continue reading from the input
tape. Otherwise, delete ug from tape 1, write the reverse of ρ(ug) onto tape 2, designate
tape 3 as the queue and enter stage 2.
If case (b), return w lG 1 if tape 1 is empty, and w G 1 otherwise.
Stage 2 : Read symbols g one by one from tape 2 onto tape 1. At the same time
read from the input tape onto the queue. Read k symbols from tape 2 for every
symbol read from the input onto the queue. Continue in this way until one of the
following occurs :
(a) a left-hand side ug is seen at the right-hand end of tape 1 ;
(b) the end of tape 2 is reached, but there are still items on the queue ;
(c) the end of tape 2 is reached and there are no items on the queue ;
(d) the end of the input is reached.
In case (a), if the left-hand side is just the single symbol g, or if the left-hand side
occupies the whole of tape 1, delete ug from tape 1 and replace it by ρ(ug). Otherwise
delete ug from tape 1 and write the reverse of ρ(ug) onto tape 2. Then continue reading
from tape 2.
In case (b), transfer the queued input (reversed) onto tape 2, while continuing to
read slowly from the input onto tape 4, which now becomes the queue. If the last
symbol is read from the input tape before this process is complete, return w G 1.
Otherwise continue reading from tape 2.
In case (c), return to stage 1.
In case (d), return w G 1.
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What can cause this algorithm to fail to work ? This algorithm will give a wrong
answer if, for some input word w with w lG 1, it runs out of symbols to read from
the input tape while there is still unprocessed data on one of tapes 2, 3 or 4, that is,
during stage 2. We need to verify that the condition that f is at least linear prevents
this happening with a suitably large k.
We divide into a number of phases each period of time spent in stage 2. The first
phase starts just before stage 2 is entered from stage 1 (as the substitution is made
which causes stage 2 to be entered), and ends when tape 2 is next empty. Each
subsequent phase starts with tape 2 empty and finishes when it is next empty. At the
end of the last phase, we expect the algorithm to either terminate with a correct
answer or return to stage 1.
We suppose that immediately before reading the symbol g that provokes the first
substitution, the reduced word w is on tape 1. We let l be the geodesic length of w .
!
!
!
Then l  f(Qw Q).
!
!
We define si to be the total number of substitutions made during the ith phase
(including those which do not provoke a backtrack), and ri to be the number of
symbols read from the input during that period. We define r to be 1 since just before
!
the beginning of the first phase a single symbol g is adjoined to tape 1. We note that
s includes the very first substitution of phase 1 which provokes entry into stage 2.
"
Observe that since all substitutions are length reducing, the total number of
substitutions made during the first i phases must be at most the length of the total
word being reduced by those substitutions. The word being reduced is formed by
appending r j…jri− generators onto the end of w . Hence
!
"
!
s j…jsi  Qw Qjr j…jri− .
(1)
"
!
!
"
We avoid running out of input during or at the end of phase i with some w lG 1
provided that
r j…jri l , B i  0.
(2)
!
!
Our aim is to show that provided that f is linear or above we can select k so that (2)
holds.
First observe that, for some constant c, we can bound by csij2ri− the number of
"
moves during phase i on any one of tape 1, tape 2 and whichever of tapes 3 and 4 we
are currently reading from (the ‘ read-queue ’). For tape 2, we observe that ri−
"
symbols are written onto the tape (after being read from the read-queue), and each
of these subsequently read off the tape again, while in addition at most si substitutions
are made on that tape, each at the cost of a bounded number (dependent on L) of
operations on the tape, giving a bound of precisely the above form. For tape 1, again,
each of the si substitutions has a bounded cost, and during phase i at most ri−
"
symbols are written one by one onto the tape. Finally, during the phase, ri− symbols
"
are read off the read-queue. Hence on all three tapes the number of moves is bounded
by csij2ri− . Since k operations on each of those tapes are performed for each of the
"
ri symbols read from the input, it follows that
Summing this gives

kri  csij2ri− .
"

k(r j…jri)  c(s j…jsi)j2(r j…jri− ).
(3)
"
"
!
"
We shall now prove by induction on i that (2) holds, provided that f is at least linear.
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Note that the case i l 0 holds trivially since r l 1 and we never enter into stage
!
2 with w of length 0 or 1. Now suppose that for some i,
!
r j…jri−
!
"

l.
!

Then, combining this with the inequalities (1) and (3), we deduce that
r j…jri
"

c
2
(Qw Qjl )j l .
!
!
k
k !

Hence the condition
is implied provided that

r j…jri
!

l
!

c
2
1j (Qw Qjl )j l  l
!
k ! ! k !
or equivalently
Qw Q 
!

(kk2kc) l kk
!
.
c

(4)

Thus provided (4) holds, induction now shows that we have the condition (2) that
we need. Since l  f(Qw Q), condition (4) is implied by the condition
!
!
k kk2kc
nj 
f(n).
c
c

(5)

For (5) to hold we need f to be linear or superlinear. Suppose then that f(n)  n\d,
for some integer d. Then k can certainly easily be chosen to make (5) hold for larger
values of n, but smaller values of n (up to d ) can cause problems, since for those values
of n we could have f(n) l 1.
Since we never enter stage 2 with Qw Q l 1, we need not consider the case n l 1. We
!
can exclude the possibility that 2  Qw Q  d by adding a rule to R of the form
!
u ,- h for each word u l R(w) of length at most d for which w ? X * has geodesic
length 1. This has the effect of modifying f so that f(n)  1 for all n  1. With the
modified rewrite system and new f, it is easy to find a constant k to make (5) hold
for all n  1, and hence to ensure that (4) holds.
In this case, we have described a tidy real-time algorithm.
It follows as a simple corollary from the above result that word hyperbolic groups
have tidy real-time word problem. For a finite collection of length-reducing rules can
be used to reduce any word to one for which any subword of bounded length is a
geodesic. In a word hyperbolic group such a word is quasigeodesic, and hence at most
a constant factor longer than an actual geodesic. Hence such a set of rules gives a
generalised Dehn algorithm with linear geodesic lower bound f. This result is proved
in [6].
The remainder of the paper will be devoted to proving that finitely generated
nilpotent groups and geometrically finite hyperbolic groups have tidy real-time word
problem. We shall deduce each result as a consequence of the above, by showing that
an appropriate function f is associated with the generalised Dehn algorithm described
in [2].
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5. Nilpotent and irtually nilpotent groups
It is proved in [2, Theorem 4.8] that any finitely generated virtually nilpotent
group has a generalised Dehn algorithm. This is seen by embedding the torsion-free
nilpotent subgroup of finite index in the group UN() of upper unitriangular integer
matrices, and applying a generalised Dehn algorithm for that group, and then using
the fact, proved in [2, Theorem 2.10] that a group of which a finite index subgroup
has a generalised Dehn algorithm has one itself.
In order to explore the existence of an appropriate geodesic lower bound f, we
need to give some of the details of the algorithm in [2] for G l UN(). We suppose
that a finite generating set X has been fixed. The algorithm exploits the existence of
an expanding homomorphism for G l UN(), defined to be an endomorphism φ from
UN() onto a finite index subgroup for which lX(φ(g))  MlX(g), for all g ? G, and
some fixed M (where lX(g) is defined to be the geodesic length of g over X ). It is
shown in [2] that UN() has such an endomorphism for any M  0. We define A l
XDoτ, τ−"q, write φ(g) as τgτ−" and so use φ to give a shorter expression for elements
in φ(G), or indeed in φk(G), than is given by words over X. Using length-reducing
rewrite rules, any word over X can be reduced to one of the form
τmgm τ−" … τ−"g τ−"g ,
"
!
where the words gi lie in a fixed transversal of φ(G) in G and therefore have bounded
length, and gm is non-trivial for m  0. It is proved in [2, Lemma 3.4] that the geodesic
length of a non-trivial word of the above type is bounded below by (M\3)m. From this
we can easily deduce that the geodesic lower bound f is bounded below by a function
of the form Can, for constants C, a with a  1, because the length n of the reduced
word is at most a constant multiple of m.
The generalised Dehn algorithm of UN() and associated exponential function f
are certainly inherited by any finitely generated subgroup of UN(), and hence by any
torsion-free finitely generated nilpotent group.
The above and the results of Section 3 give us immediately the following
consequence of Theorem 4.1.
T 5.1. Any finitely generated nilpotent (or een irtually nilpotent) group
has tidy real-time word problem.
Looking ahead, however, we need a little bit more. For the purposes of the next
section on geometrically finite hyperbolic groups we need to prove the following
slightly stronger result about the generalised Dehn algorithm for virtually nilpotent
groups, from which the above theorem can also be deduced.
L 5.2. If G is any finitely generated irtually nilpotent group, then G has a
generalised Dehn algorithm whose associated geodesic lower bound is at least
exponential.
Proof. Let G be virtually nilpotent, and H be a torsion-free nilpotent subgroup
of G of finite index, embedding in U l UN(), for some N. Let o1qDT be a transversal
for H in G, let X be a generating set for G and let X h l XDT. Let Y be a generating
set for H that contains all non-identity elements of H of the form xxhxd, xxhxdt−", xxh
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or xxht−" for x, xh, xd ? XDT and t ? T. Let Z be a generating set for U which contains
Y. Let fU be the geodesic lower bound associated with the generalised Dehn algorithm
RU for U over Z described in [2] ; then fU is at least exponential.
H inherits a generalised Dehn algorithm over Y from U simply by embedding as
a subgroup, since any word over Y is also a word over Z. We call that inherited
algorithm RH, and the associated function fH. Then, like fU, fH has an exponential
lower bound. For if w is a word over Y, reducing using RU (and hence RH) to wh of
length n, then the geodesic length of w over Z is at least fU(n), and hence so is the
geodesic length of w over the subset Y of Z.
A generalised Dehn algorithm RG for G over X h is described in [2, Theorem 2.10].
Since X is already a generating set for G, we can equally well regard that same
algorithm as a generalised Dehn algorithm for G over X. We define S to be the set of
all valid rules with left-hand side xxhxd and right-hand side one of y, yt, t or ε, together
with all valid rules of the form xxh ,- y, xxh ,- ε or x ,- ε, for x, xh, xd ? XDT,
y ? Y, t ? T. Certainly S is length reducing. Any word w l x x … xr over X rewrites
" #
using S to a word of the form u, where u ? Y *, and  is a word of length at most 2,
either trivial, a single element of either X or T, or a product of an element of either
X or T by an element of X. If w represents the identity then it must reduce to a word
over Y. We construct a generalised Dehn algorithm RG for G over X by combining
the rules of S with the rules of the generalised Dehn algorithm RH for H.
We want now to compute the geodesic lower bound, fG, for RG.
The word w l x … xr over X above is reduced by RG to a word wh l uh, where
"
uh is the reduction according to RH of the word u over Y, and  is as above. Hence
QuhQ  QwhQ  QuhQj2.
The geodesic length of u over Y is then at least fH(QuhQ). Now let x … xq be a
"
geodesic word over X representing w. Rearranging the equation u lG x … xq gives
"
an equation ut lG x … xq h, where t ? TDo1q, and h is a word over X of length 0, 1
"
or 2. Applying Reidemeister–Schreier rewriting to the right-hand side of that
equation yields a product udth, where ud is a word of length at most qj2 over Y, and
th ? TDo1q. We deduce that t l th and u lH ud. Hence ud has length at least fH(QuhQ), and
so qj2  fH(QuhQ), q  fH(QuhQ)k2.
Now we know that fH(n) is at least exponential, so suppose that fH(n)  Can for
all n, and positive constants C, a with a  1. Then
q  fH(QuhQ)k2  CaQuhQk2  Ca(QwhQ−#)k2 l

C Q hQ
a w k2.
a#

Hence we can find a positive constant A such that
fG(n)  Aan
that is, we have an exponential lower bound on fG(n). (Here, in order to deal with
small values of n, we need to use the fact that fG(n)  0 for all n  0, which is a
consequence of the fact that only words over X representing the identity are reduced
by R to the trivial word.)
6. Geometrically finite groups
This section is devoted to the proof of the following.
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T 6.1. Geometrically finite hyperbolic groups hae real-time word problem.
We use the definition of a geometrically finite hyperbolic group found in [7], also
used in [2, 4]. Such a group G acts as a discrete group of isometries on n-dimensional
hyperbolic space n, for some n, and satisfies certain extra conditions. The
fundamental groups of finite volume hyperbolic manifolds or orbifolds are examples,
more generally so is any G whose action admits a convex, finite-sided polyhedral
fundamental domain. A precise definition can be given in terms of the maximal
parabolic subgroups of G (each of which consists of all elements fixing a particular
point on the boundary of n, and with no other fixed point) and the limit set Λ(G)
of G (the set of accumulation points on the boundary of an orbit of the action of G
on n). A maximal parabolic subgroup is virtually abelian and fixes a family of
spheres of infinite radius, centred on the fixed boundary point, known as horospheres.
G is defined to be geometrically finite if a disjoint set  of G-equivariant horospheres
can be found, such that G acts cocompactly on the intersection of nBB? B with
the convex hull of Λ(G) ; we call this intersection X. There are many equivalent
definitions of geometrical finiteness (examined by Bowditch in [1]). The one above is
convenient for us to work with since we shall need to examine the action of G on X,
and the embedding of the Cayley graph of G in X.
Theorem 6.1 will follow immediately from Theorem 4.1 once we have proved the
following lemma.
L 6.2. If G is any finitely generated geometrically finite hyperbolic group,
then G has a generalised Dehn algorithm with an associated geodesic lower bound which
is at least linear.
We shall use the generalised Dehn algorithm described in [2], and need only prove
that it has an appropriate geodesic lower bound.
Before giving details of that generalised Dehn algorithm, we give some more
details of the space X on which G acts. This description is based on one in [2], and
our notation is taken from there. Further details are given in [7]. The Cayley graph
Γ of G embeds in X quasi-isometrically, via a (λ, 0)-quasi-isometry, for some λ (that
is, such that the embedding distorts the length of any path in Γ by a factor between
λ and 1\λ).
X inherits the hyperbolic metric from n locally on its interior. Our proof of the
theorem will hinge on a comparison of the lengths of geodesics in X (X-geodesics) and
hyperbolic geodesics in the larger space n. In comparing them we shall need to look
also at paths in X which we shall call (as in [2]) rough geodesics. We construct the
rough geodesic γR between two points p and q of X by taking the hyperbolic geodesic
γH between p and q in the larger space n, and then replacing any section of γH which
passes through a horoball by a shortest path around the boundary of the horoball.
We note here a few technical results about the relationship between distances in
n and in X, which will be used in the proof of the theorem.
L 6.3. If p and ph are points on the surface of a horoball B, the length lh of
the shortest path on the surface of the horoball joining p to ph is related to the length lH
of the hyperbolic geodesic joining p to ph by the rule
lh
l
l sinh H .
2
2
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Proof. Where p is the point of the boundary of n at which B is tangential, both
!
the shortest path from p to ph on the surface of the horoball and the hyperbolic
geodesic between p and ph are contained in the (hyperbolic) plane spanned by p, ph and
p . Hence we may consider this problem within the hyperbolic plane. We use the
!
upper half-space model, and apply Mo$ bius transformations as necessary so that p is
!
transformed to the point at infinity, p to the point (a, 1), ph to the point (ka, 1) and
the intersection of B with the plane to the region above the Euclidean line y l 1. The
distance lh along the surface of B from p to ph is then the integral of 1\y from p to ph
along the line y l 1, and hence
lh l 2a.
The length lH of the hyperbolic geodesic from p to ph is the integral of 1\y along
the (Euclidean) circle centred on (0, 0) with (Euclidean) radius N1ja#. The points of
this circle have coordinates (x, y), where y# l 1ja#kx#, and x varies between ka
and a. Then 2y dy\dx lk2x, so
ds l
Hence

A1j0dxdy1# dx l A1jxy## dx l N1ja# dxy .

&
l&

lH l

&

a N1ja#
ds
l
dx
y
y#
x=−a
−a
a

9

:

a
N1ja#
x
dx l tanh−"
N1ja#
1ja#kx#
−a
−a
a

l 2 tanh−"

a
l
l 2 sinh−" a l 2 sinh−" h .
N1ja#
2

C 6.4. The distance in X between two points joined by a hyperbolic
geodesic of length d is at most
d
2 sinh .
2
Proof. The distance in X between two points p and q is at most the length of the
rough geodesic between them. Where γ is the hyperbolic geodesic and γh the rough
geodesic, for some set of points p l p, p , … , pn l q on γ, the path γh is formed by
!
"
replacing the sections of γ between alternate successive pairs of those points by paths
around horoballs. Where di l dγ( pi, pi+ ), and dih l dγh( pi, pi+ ), we have either dih l di
"
"
(where the path between pi and pi+ is a hyperbolic geodesic) or dih l 2 sinh di\2
"
(where the path between pi and pi+ is on the surface of a horoball). Using the facts
"
that (a) x  sinh x for all x  0 and (b) sinh(xjy)  sinh xjsinh y for all x, y  0, we
see that the length of γh, computed as the sum of the dih, is at most 2 sinh(d\2).
L 6.5. Let B be a horoball, let q be a point inside it, and let γ be a hyperbolic
geodesic through q. Suppose that the hyperbolic distance from q to the boundary of B
is R. Then the hyperbolic distance along γ to the boundary of B is at most cosh−" eR.
Proof. We use the upper half-plane model of n, and may assume that B is the
horoball with boundary the horizontal line y l 1 in that model, γ is the hyperbolic
geodesic cutting it at p l (a, 1) and ph l (ka, 1) (the Euclidean semicircle with centre
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(0, 0) and Euclidean radius r l N1ja#), and q is the point (Nr#kb#, b) (where
a  0 and 1  b  r). The nearest point to q on the surface of B is then the point
(Nr#kb#, 1), at hyperbolic distance b dy\y l log b from q. Hence
"
b l e R.
Now the distance from q to p is the integral around the semi-circle

& y &
"
x
l 9tanh " :
r

Rh l

x=Nr#−" ds

x= r#−b#
N

l

r#−"

N

rdx

r#kx#
r#−b#

N

r#−

N

−

r#−b#

N

l tanh−"

Nr#k1
Nr#kb#
r
ktanh−"
l cosh−" rkcosh−" .
r
r
b

Now for fixed b, cosh−" rkcosh−" r\b decreases with r, and so takes its maximal value
when r l b. Hence
Rh  cosh−" bkcosh−" 1 l cosh−" eR.
We are now in a position to embark on the proof of Lemma 6.2, and the
remainder of this section is devoted to that proof.
We start with some details of the generalised Dehn algorithm described in [2] for
a geometrically finite group G. That algorithm operates with a generating set Z which
contains a mixture of parabolic and non-parabolic elements, such that for every
conjugacy class of parabolic subgroups some representative of the class is generated
by a subset of Z. When a geodesic word over Z is traced out in the embedded Cayley
graph Γ, any portion which begins and ends sufficiently close to a boundary
horosphere consists of parabolic generators (in the same conjugacy class as the
elements which fix that horosphere), apart from possibly a bounded number of
generators at either end. A subword representing an element within a parabolic
subgroup, which is necessarily a product of generators for that subgroup, is called a
parabolic subpath, and labels a subpath close to a horosphere.
In describing the generalised Dehn algorithm for G, [2] defines a D-good path in
Γ (for D a positive integer) to be a path for which any parabolic subpath is a Cayley
graph geodesic, and any one of the subpaths remaining when maximal parabolic
subpaths of length D\4 or more are deleted is D-locally geodesic (that is, all its
subpaths of length at most D are geodesic). We call a maximal parabolic subpath of
length at least D\4 a long parabolic segment, and any one of the subwords remaining
when such segments are deleted a long parabolic free segment. The algorithm reduces
any word w to a word representing the same group element which is formed from a
D-good path (for some fixed D) by replacing any maximal parabolic subpath by its
reduction according to the generalised Dehn algorithm for a virtually nilpotent (in
this case, virtually abelian) group, described in Section 5.
In order to prove that G has real-time word problem, we need to verify an
appropriate relationship between the length of a word w which is reduced according
to the generalised Dehn algorithm and the length of a geodesic word in Γ which
represents w. We shall show that (provided that D is chosen large enough) the
geodesic length of w is bounded below by a constant multiple of the length of w.
In fact it is enough to establish a relationship between the length of a D-good path
in Γ and a geodesic in X joining the ends of that path. For since the length of words
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reduced according to the generalised Dehn algorithm for nilpotent groups is never
more than a constant times the geodesic length of word in the original group
generators which they represent (since the geodesic lower bound for a nilpotent group
is at least exponential), the reduced words in such a group are never more than a
constant longer than D-good words. The same statement is true in virtually abelian
groups, by Lemma 5.2. Moreover, since Γ embeds via a (λ, 0)-quasi-isometry in X, the
ratio of the length of a Cayley graph geodesic to an X-geodesic between the same two
points is sandwiched between two constants.
Thus let γ be a D-good path from pb to pe, containing m long parabolic segments,
and let γX be the geodesic in the space X which joins pb to pe. Our aim is to show that,
when D is large enough, γ is at most a constant factor times as long as γX, and the
remainder of this section is devoted to proving this fact.
We define three further paths, γQ, γR and γH to help us prove this.
We obtain γQ from γ as follows. On γ there are points at the beginning and end
of long parabolic segments. Let pi,b and pi,e be the points at the beginning and end
of the ith long parabolic segment. Define qi,b to be the point on the horosphere
corresponding to the ith long parabolic segment which is closest to pi,b, and define qi,e
similarly with respect to pi,e. Now define for each qi,j a further point ri,j, within
bounded distance k of qi, j such that, where γQ is the path in n which is formed by
"
concatenating hyperbolic geodesics from pb to r ,b, r ,b to r ,e, r ,e to r ,b, … , and
"
"
"
"
#
finally rm,e to pe, the sections of γQ which replace long parabolic free segments of γ
meet the horosphere at the points ri,e and ri+ ,b at right angles. According to [2, Proof
"
of Lemma 5.6], provided that D is sufficiently large, γQ is a quasigeodesic in n.
γH is the geodesic in n which joins the endpoints of γ, that is, pb to pe. We know
that γH must fellow travel with γQ, since γQ is a quasigeodesic in n and hence
(provided D is big enough, so that the long parabolic segments of γ are sufficiently
long) that γH must pass through the m horoballs which are determined by the long
parabolic segments of γ. Suppose that γH enters the ith such horoball at si,b and leaves
it at si,e.
Now define γR to be the rough geodesic of X corresponding to γH. According to
[2], γR asynchronously fellow travels with γX.
Define points ti,j to be the points on γX which are associated with the points si,j
as fellow travellers.
L 6.6. Each pi,j is within a bounded distance of qi,j, each qi,j is within a
bounded distance of ri,j, each ri,j is within a bounded distance of si,j, and each si,j is
within a bounded distance of ti,j.
Proof. The first two statements are proved in [2, Proof of Lemma 5.5], and ti,j
was especially selected to force the fourth statement. It remains to prove the third.
Let B be the horosphere in question. Let Y be the space nBB. Clearly Y contains
X, and distances in Y are no longer than distances in X.
We know that γQ is a quasi-geodesic and so fellow travels with γH. Given a point
s l si,j on γH, let rh be the point on γQ fellow travelling with it. Let sh be the point on
γH fellow travelling with r l ri,j. Then r is at hyperbolic distance at most k from sh and
s is at hyperbolic distance at most k from rh. We want to show that s is also at a
bounded distance from the point r. There are two cases to consider, namely (1) where
rh is inside the horoball and sh outside, and (2) where rh is outside the horoball and sh
inside.
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For (1), let d be the distance from r to s along the surface of the horosphere (this
is the distance in both X and in Y ). The hyperbolic geodesic between r and s then has
length 2 sinh−"(d\2), by Lemma 6.3. Hence
dH(r, rh)  dH(r, s)jdH(s, rh)  2 sinh−"(d\2)jk
dH(s, sh)  dH(sh, r)jdH(r, rh)jdH(rh, s)
 kj2 sinh−"(d\2)jkjk  3kj2 sinh−"(d\2).
Using the triangle inequality in Y, we see that
d  dY(r, sh)jdY(sh, s).
Since sh and s are joined in Y by a hyperbolic geodesic,
Further
Hence

dY(sh, s) l dH(sh, s)  3kj2 sinh−"(d\2).
dY(r, sh)  dX(r, sh)  2 sinh(dH(r, sh)\2)  sinh(k\2).
d  2 sinh(k\2)jd(sh, s)  2 sinh(k\2)j3kj2 sinh−"(d\2).

Hence d is bounded by a function of the constant k.
For (2), since the path along γQ from rh to r meets the horoball at a right angle,
we see that r is the closest point on the horoball to rh, and so is at least as close to rh
as s is, and therefore dH(rh, r)  k. Hence, using Corollary 6.4,
dX(s, r)  dX(s, rh)jdX(rh, r)  4 sinh(k\2).
It follows from Lemma 6.6 that each pi,j is distance at most R from the
corresponding ti,j, for some constant R. We shall compare the lengths of γX and γ by
comparing the lengths of corresponding segments. We compare the length of a
segment of γ between successive points pi,j with the length of a segment of γX between
successive points ti,j. A segment of γ between successive points pi,j is either long
parabolic or long parabolic free.
We shall need to estimate the lengths of these segments.
Long parabolic segments are quasigeodesic and hence any such is at most a
bounded factor longer than the X-geodesic path joining its ends.
We claim that the same is true of long parabolic free segments.
L 6.7. Proided that D is chosen large enough, each long parabolic free
segment of γ is at most a bounded factor longer than the X-geodesic path joining its ends.
Proof. Let δ be a long parabolic free segment of γ, joining a point p to a point
q. Let δX be the X-geodesic path joining p and q. Let δH be the n-geodesic path
joining p and q. Let δR be the rough geodesic joining p and q.
We can find points p l p , … , pm l q on δ, each of which is not in a parabolic
!
segment, and such that for any i, pi and pi+ are at distance (measured along δ)
"
between D\4 and D\2 apart (except that pm− and pm l q could be closer). From [2,
"
Proof of Lemma 5.5] we see that each pi (for 1  i  mk1) is distance at most R
"
(where R is a constant not depending on D) from a point qi on δH. The point qi might
"
be in a horoball B, but if so, since pi is not in a horoball, qi is at most hyperbolic
distance R from the boundary of B, and hence the distance along δH from qi to the
"
boundary of B is at most cosh−" eR". Thus we can find a point ri on δR at distance at
most cosh−" eR" from qi and hence at distance at most R jcosh−" eR" from pi. Since δX
"
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and δR fellow travel, there is a point si on δX at hyperbolic distance at most k from
ri, and hence at hyperbolic distance at most kh l kjR jcosh−" eR" from pi. The
"
distance in X between si and pi is then at most kd l 2 sinh(kh\2). Now the length in
Γ of δ is the sum of the distances in the Cayley graph between successive pi, which
is at most a constant factor A more than the distance in X, and hence is at most A
times lX(δ)j2(mk1) kd. Since lΓ(δ)  (mk1) D\4, we see that
8kd
l (δ))
D Γ

lΓ(δ)  A(lX(δ)j
and hence (provided that D  8kd)
lΓ(δ) 

AD
l (δ).
Dk8kd X

Now γ divides up into 2mj1 segments between successive points from the set
o pb, p ,b, p ,e, … , pm,b, pm,e, peq.
"
"
Call those segments γ", … , γ#m+" (following along γ from pb to pe in that order).
Similarly, call the 2mj1 segments of γX between successive points from the set
o pb, t ,b, t ,e, … , tm,b, tm,e, peq,
" "
m+
#
"
"
γX, … , γX . For each i, denote by γV i the X-geodesic which joins the two ends of γi.
By the above, for some constant K,
l(γi)  Kl(γV i).
Further, using the triangle inequality, we see that for all i  1, 2mj1,
and that

l(γV i)  2Rjl(γiX)
" ),
l(γV ")  Rjl(γX

l(γV #m+")  Rjl(γ#Xm+").

Combining the above we deduce that
l(γ)  K(4mRjl(γX)).
Now since γ contains m long parabolic segments and each of those has length at
least D\4, we also see that
l(γ)  mD\4,
so
mD\4  4KmRjKl(γX), m(Dk16KR)\4  Kl(γX),
and hence for large enough D ( 16KR),
yielding

m  4Kl(γX)\(Dk16KR)
l(γ)  (16jDk16R) Kl(γX)\(Dk16KR).

This establishes the promised relationship between l(γ) and l(γX) which completes
the proof of Theorem 6.1.
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